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move the gaze away from the margins to 
the center: chapter one makes simple imagery 
use to get to complex social issues that oftentimes 
go unnoticed. Through the juxtaposition of two quite 
different portraits of the same man, namely, the 
Brazilian filmmaker, Glauber Rocha, musings on 
identity in relation to social structures are proposed. 
These musings happen through a voice recording that 
describes in detail what is seen on the surface of the 
two portraits, and that also analyses their subtleties.

Rocha’s two photographs, printed side by side, were 
taken from two different Wikipedia documents, 
one in English and the other 
in Portuguese. The work 
in its sonic analysis reveals 
mechanisms of whiteness  
in action.

MOVE THE GAZE AWAY FROM THE MARGINS TO THE CENTER:
CHAPTER ONE
2020
framed inkjet print, 42 x 59 cm;  
audio-loop, 04:30







A video installation with plastic legs and pink LED 
lights, direct line (in)to the matrix is a feminist 
manifesto to the art world. Visually grounded on a 
beautifully uncanny found photograph of vaginal tissue 
made with a microscope. The video is composed of 
photographs of a structure made with pink paper that 
was modeled after the found image. The method 
of creation of this model and its display represent a 
choice that was made with much care and precision 
of intent. The combination of all elements is there to 
contrast and to provoke different takes and readings 
of femininity. The title of the piece points towards The 
Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 
21st Century, from the collective, 
VNS Matrix.

DIRECT LINE (IN)TO THE MATRIX
2020
video-loop, 07:33; plastic legs;  
pink LED lights
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semi benevolent time frozen VR is 
a video made especially for instagram, 
and is immersed in its contemporaneity. It 
was created from a proposal to think art 
during times of crisis. The title of the work 
makes reference to utopias and derives from 
accelerationist theories. The video looks 
at utopias from two perspectives: the first 
perspective is based on the desire for a past 
from which memory is imprecise and idealized; 
the second, longs for an unreachable future 
that stems from this imprecise and idealized 
memory of the past. The video is a collage of 
other videos of flowers that were appropriated. 
In addition, its main theme is the opening song 
of the TV show, Friends.

SEMI BENEVOLENT TIME FROZEN VR
2020
video, 0:52







2019 - BA thesis work
52 posters, inkjet print, 29 x 52 cm;  
3 felt infoboards, 120 x 185 cm; 
videoloop, 15:14; audio-loop, 26:55;  
scented oil plug-in

non-performed expectation, which is part of the title 
of this work, is an expression taken from the dictionary 
where it is used to define the term failure. This project 
was derived from a book called, in fact, Failure, edited 
by Lisa Le Feuvre. This book analyzes art that deals, 
intentionally or not, with fiasco. And it understands 
cultural production as something with the potential to be 
anti-dogmatic, resistant and full of paradoxical spaces. 
Lossy cataloguing non-performed expectations 
exists exactly in the spaces of resistance and paradoxes 
to which the book points. The project questions orthodox 
practices while paying homage to those who have made 
similar reflections, analyzing the process of artistic 
education, the formation of cultural capital and the 
implications of perpetuating a canon.

In this work, all the formal elements present are either 
appropriated or ready-made. The audio is composed of 
five different tracks of Musak, interspersed with canned 
laughter from American TV shows and moments of 
silence. The video is made of other 
videos that show people flossing 
their teeth. Finally, the posters have 
a commercial aesthetic character 
and, the phrases at their center 
are titles of works of art of the 
contemporary canon. These titles 
are superimposed onto images that 
loosely refer back to them.

LOSSY CATALOGUING NON-PERFORMED EXPECTATIONS



Christiany Erler is an artist and researcher born 
and raised in Poços de Caldas, Brazil (1985). 
Currently base in Hamburg, Germany. From 
the working class herself, in her multimedia art 
practice, she deals with resistance in terms of 
confrontation, of challenge and of endurance, all 
of which are inserted in and feed off of a context 
that is saturated with clashing cultural differences. 
Received a BFA from the HFBK Hamburg and 
is pursuing an MFA at this same institution, 
specializing in Time-Based Media, with Prof. 
Simon Denny. She studied photography at the 
International Center of Photography, and music at 
The Juilliard School, while living in the New York 
City metropolitan area. She is a technologist in 
music, having graduated from the Conservatório 
Musical Antônio Ferrucio Viviani, in Poços de 
Caldas. Recently curated a group 
exhibition at Raum linksrechts; 
held a solo exhibition at Galerie 
LaDøns; participated of a 
group show at Frappant. Her 
works have been featured at 
Der Greif, Feature Shoot and 
LensCulture, among others. Will 
publish a book with a grant she 
received from the Materialverlag. 
Erler was a guest lecturer at 
UNIFEOB, in São Paulo. She 
is also a tutor in the digital 
photography lab and an assistant 
librarian, both at HFBK. Her 
recent research includes topics 
such as failure, tautology, 
redundancies and issues 
regarding socio-cultural identity.
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this portfolio is a selection of works  
from 2019 and 2020

for older works, visit:
https://www.krika.net/

contact info:
erler.christiany@gmail.com
@krika_rsbg

LINKS TO VIDEOS:

lossy cataloguing non-performed expectations
https://www.krika.net/lossy-cataloguing
direct line (in)to the matrix
https://www.krika.net/direct-line-to-matrix
semi benevolent time frozen VR
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_6yQp2IlAh/

LINKS TO EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS:

Tupi or Not @ Raum linksrechts
https://raumlinksrechts.com/2020/06/13/tupi-or-not/
Die Balkone Hamburg
https://www.hfbk-hamburg.de/de/aktuelles/termine/die-
balkone-hfbk-hamburg/
HFBK Jahresausstellung
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WN_nWBGxVX0
HFBK Absolventenausstellung
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQ5q0mdyC9E&list=PL8-
04n0qmKDR7-WP_noQrCAV1QXvJa6b8&index=25&t=0
Radical Twilight @ FRAPPANT
https://frappant.org/galerie/ausstellung/news/radical-twilight/
Tautology @ Galerie HFBK
http://www.sohorabrabbey.com/tautology
ICH - Intangible Cultural Heritage @ Galerie HFBK
https://www.hfbk-hamburg.de/de/aktuelles/termine/ich-
intangible-cultural-heritage/
Wir Irgendwo Dahinter @ Elektrohaus
http://elektrohaus.net/2016/03/07/wir-irgendwo-dahinten/






